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Graphic Design alumna Michele Underwood ('95) is now an Associate Creative Director at Young & Rubicam (Y&R). Y&R is a marketing and communications company specializing in advertising, digital and social media, sales promotion, direct marketing and brand identity consulting whose clients include GAP, BBC, the Special Olympics, Harley Davidson, Virgin Atlantic and Land Rover.

Graphic Design alumna Stephanie (Arends) Neal ('03) has accepted a new position with Georgia Southern University where she will direct and implement the marketing and communication efforts for the Athletic Foundation.

John Mimbs ('10), graphic design alumni, is now a Pottery Instructor at ABC Pottery. ABC Pottery, located in Lawrenceville, GA, provides pottery painting, clay sculpting, pottery wheel, wire wrapping and a range of other fun arts and crafts activities for adults and children.

Graphic Design alumni Brandon Bearden ('14) has accepted the position as an Interactive Designer at Turner Sports. Brandon was one of the first #BFSDoArt students to participate in the international internships provided by the department.

Keith Warburg ('10) Bachelor of Science (BS), Graphic Communications Management alumni has continued his education at Valdosta State by obtaining his Master of Education (M.Ed.), Higher Education/Higher Education Administration. Warburg is now working on his Doctor of Education (Ed.D.), concentrating in leadership and higher education. He has recently accepted a position at Valdosta State as the Assistant Director of Creative Services for Digital Media.

Graphic Design alumni Chris Hesling ('12) now works for the Morale, Welfare, & Recreation (MWR) in Kings Bay, GA, as the Marketing & Brand Director.